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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initially discussed the importance of getting a flu vaccine and the thought that our risk for COVID was relatively low. I often think about how we might have stopped the bleed of cases if there had been direct communication from the Federal government as soon as we knew what the potential risk would be. We could have had more time to implement a coherent strategy. As it was we basically threw out our pandemic plans Day 1. 



THE NEVER ENDING MARCH…

March 8, 2020

First Quarantine Orders Received

March 15, 2020

Declared Community Spread

March 18, 2020

First COVID-19 Case

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quarantine orders from those exposed by travelers on the Egyptian cruise – got the call from our regional epi at 10PM on a Sunday nightSpent the next week talking to committees that had large fundraisers planned for Friday night and Saturday night – a Hospice trivia night and a bar crawl. We were told that unless we demanded they not hold the events, they were proceeding. We didn’t have the authority to shut them down, and they proceeded.It was Saturday night at 8 PM that the Governor limited gathering sizes. Right in the middle of the bar crawl. We saw a lot of cases – confirmed and many suspected – come from that event. Luckily, my medical director and I were able do encourage the pastor of our largest church to go virtual before the Governor’s order went out. The Governor limited gatherings that same night - at 8PMThe die was already cast and a lot of cases spurred from that eventWe had gotten some of the large churches to move virtual BEFORE the Governor’s order with the help of my medical directorGovernor cancelled school the Sunday night the last day of Spring Break, which made it really hard for families to plan - a mix of relief and frustration Lots of people were upset when our first case came in, because we wouldn’t release the name. People didn’t understand that we’d only contact them if they were a close contact. Almost a relief when our 2nd case came in. 25TH IN POPULATION, WASHINGTON COUNTY HUNG OUT WITH THE 4TH HIGHEST NUMBER OF POSITIVE CASES IN THE STATE FOR A WHILE. JOHNSON, POLK, LINN (1, 2, 3) HAD CONSIDERABLY MORE RESOURCES AND MANPOWER THAN WE DID



WHEN WE FIRST THOUGHT WE WERE TIRED….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My partner in Crime, Marissa  Pro tip: if you’re going to work a pandemic, it helps when your EMA/Public Health Director is one of your best friends. That first Sunday after IDPH declared community spread we hit Facebook live for what would become the first of many interactive conversations with the community. We were pretty low tech millennials without a ton of resources, but this was an easy way to have live Q&A with the community and share the information for posterity. *Happy to note, if you want to experience the antics of Marissa and I, these can be found both on Washington County Emergency Management’s Facebook page, along with Washington County Public Health. We were doing our best to take the constant flow of information and share it in digestible pieces while acknowledging there were a lot of unknowns and we would share when we had updates. Marissa’s husband CHAD GOT HIS EXPOSURE PHONE CALL SHORTLY AFTER she GOT HOME FROM THIS LIVE… she MOVED INTO her OFFICE THAT NIGHT.Looking back, this is funny to me because we thought we were tired then. Now we joke that we’re just dead inside :P 



THE LONG-TERM CARE OUTBREAKS

Photo Credit: The Gazette

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A week after we got our first COVID case in Washington County, we had our first long term care outbreak at McCreedy Home in Washington County Hospital. This lead to a continuous onslaught of cases, hospitalizations, and deaths right off the bat.However, it also exacerbated our already dire need for PPE as we struggled with the burn rate necessary to prevent spread amongst the residents. It was there that we really saw the lack of logical progress of COVID-19. Some of the LTC’s hospice patients survived their infection, while others who were in better physical health survived. There appeared to be no rhyme or reason behind it. Also, it became quickly apparent that we couldn’t sustain the normal PPE burn rate that would normally be utilized, and PPE preservation processes had to be implemented. *Personal note: My husband works at WCHC. I remember coming home one night and he had shaved off his long red beard to be N95 compliant. I remember crying at the loss even though it seemed so minor to the loss of life happening every day, but it was a daily visible reminder of what we were up against. Also, he kept scaring me in my own house, because there was this man in my bed I didn’t recognize. I also remember just seeing his grief as resident after resident was lost. It was absolutely heartbreaking. 



WE DIDN’T HAVE ENOUGH PPE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The search for PPE required us to get quite creative. We did our best to get PPE through the normal channels, but everything was on allocation. We were able to get some or nothing of what we ordered, and all of it was at a premium price. I remembered clearly the training we received where the Strategic National Stockpile would allocate us PPE. But that was not the case in this scenario.Since many non-essential businesses were closed, we begged PPE from dentist offices, tattoo parlors, nail salons, and even construction workers and painters who brought us what they had on their shelves. I dug through my mass clinic suitcases and tried to determine if the H1N1 era N95s were still good, since I couldn’t find an expiration date on them. Once the guidance came out from IDPH on how to make cloth masks, we had many people from the community dropping them off at our office, but they couldn’t replace the medical grade surgical masks we needed for our staff.  We were rationing and reusing masks – just like all of our hospital folks were. I got a call one day from Congressman Dave Loebsack and he asked me how things were going. It was 3 in the afternoon, I was starving and exhausted, and I practically screamed at him “We need the defense production act to be implemented NOW! We don’t have enough PPE!” He told me I needed to contact my local Republican representatives and ask them to ask Governor Reynolds to ask Trump. He said “he won’t listen to me.”I remember screaming “Saving grandmas shouldn’t be political!!” I think it was that exact moment when I realized that we were essentially on our own. And that I had just screamed at a Congressman. I was so grateful to Marissa and the additional resources she was able to acquire for us, but that was a very bleak moment that has been indelibly imprinted on my brain. Also, the cat ate my sandwich. A FEW LOCAL BUSINESSES WERE ABLE TO ACQUIRE MASKS THROUGH THEIR VENDORS (WEREN’T USUALLY IN THE BUSINESS OF NEEDING PPE). SOME OF THEM DONATED THESE ITEMS TO THE HOSPITAL AND OTHER CARE FACILITIES. SOME WERE SOLD TO US AT COST, AND OTHERS… MARKED THEM UP AND COULDN’T FIGURE OUT WHY NO ONE BOUGHT FROM THEM. GOWNS ALSO BECAME A HOT ITEM, BUT THE “DIY” PATTERNS THAT THE STATE SENT OUT WERE CUMBERSOME TO PRINT, AND JUST LIKE ELASTIC WAS HARD TO PURCHASE AT A CRAFT STORE BECAUSE EVERYONE WAS BUYING IT UP TO HELP, THE PROPER MATERIAL TO MAKE THE TYPE OF GOWNS THAT WERE NEEDED WAS DIFFICULT TO FIND AND WORK WITH. WE LUCKED OUT THAT A FURNITURE COMPANY IN EASTERN IOWA TRANSITIONED THEIR MACHINERY TO FABRICATE GOWNS FOR A WHILE, AND THEY EVEN DONATED THEM ALL.OUR SCHOOLS WHO HAVE 3D PRINTERS ALSO JUMPED INTO THE GAME AND BEGAN PRODUCING PARTS FOR FACE SHIELDS 



A NEIGHBOR’S WARNING: INFORMING IOWA AMISH ABOUT THE 
COVID-19 WASN’T EASY (4/19/2020)

Photo Credit: The Gazette

They were amenable to 
following our guidance….for a 
time.

Then we needed to focus on 
their need to worship together. 

They were going to do it with or 
without public health guidance, 
so we did our best to help them 
implement safety measures. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In early April, I got a call from a community member expressing her concern about the Amish. She said they were her neighbors and they didn’t have any information about COVID or how to keep safe. She said she called Johnson County Public Health, too, since the Amish live in Northern Washington and Southern Johnson County. I called my colleague Jake Riley, a Disease Prevention Specialist at JCPH and chatted with him about it. At the time, their case numbers were growing much faster, so I agreed to follow up with them. This was the beginning of a very interesting relationship with a local bishop named Elson Yoder. I would fax the changing orders from the Gov to the newspaper’s office and we would discuss the changes. I encouraged his community to worship from home and not to gather in large groups. He was able to keep his community compliant for a while, but they really felt the need to worship together, so we put a plan in place to help them do it safely. Many in the community felt their lifestyle made them more resilient to COVID-19, and they often felt getting the virus gave them a harder immunity. This was why they often skipped normal childhood vaccines like varicella. Once Gov Reynolds opened businesses back up, we lost all sway with the Amish. They were no longer concerned about our recommendations. We heard rumblings about large swaths of the Amish getting very ill, but we never found out for sure how many got sick, because they didn’t get tested. We were only able to get information if they were sick enough to be hospitalized. Then we could get information from the floor nurses. Our attempts to leave them voice messages and letters received no response. When we got vaccines, I reached back out to my contact Elson to see if they’d be interested. We were holding back a portion of our J&J with the understanding we may not get them a second time. His answer was a resounding no. I worked with my counterparts who also had Amish in their communities, and they got the same answer. 



TYSON OUTBREAK WAS A TURNING POINT…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Tyson outbreak in Louisa County in early April was an absolute turning point. First of all, it stressed several health departments with an onslaught of cases – especially Louisa County. But Washington, Muscatine, Johnson, Des Moines, Henry and Lee were all impacted. However, it was also the first time we realized that COVID could present and be spread asymptomatically. Previously, we didn’t have testing capacity unless we had incredibly ill people, so this was a new – and scary – realization. Without testing everyone, how on Earth could we wrap our arms around this virus. Additionally, this response was exacerbated by the large number of languages spoken by the Tyson workforce. The majority of the cases we dealt with were Spanish speakers, and we relied heavily on our bilingual staff to assist us with disease follow up. We also heard horror stories of managers knowingly encouraging workers to work while ill. If they presented with a fever upon their screening, they were given Tylenol and told they could keep working.Employees were terrified to go back to work and would often cry and beg us not to release them. We saw the impact this had on our Hispanic community, as many of the workers had large households, and by the time we were able to follow up with them, many of their family members were already exposed and ill. There was also a stigma and lack of concern from the rest of the community – it was “just” in the meat packing plant. I had to keep reminding folks these workers only WORKED there. They still went to the grocery store, were involved in the community, etc. It was very frustrating. The impression I got from the employer was that these PEOPLE were merely cogs in a wheel and completely replaceable.Conversation with Rox from Louisa County – concerned about her county becoming a national news story. I was trying to encourage her at that time to take Easter off. It was to be my first day off since March 8th. I had a feeling this would last a while, and we couldn’t burn ourselves out immediately. But there was still that guilt. 



AND THE GOAL POSTS KEPT MOVING…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Service areas to percent positivity to…..who the heck knows?The constantly changing “metrics” were enough to give you whiplash, and it was challenging to try and justify them to the public when they no longer began to make sense and decisions weren’t being made based on public health data.It was at that point I truly began to realize that everything we trained for, all of the plans we had spent countless hours refining, were going to be worthless.Moving forward, I was constantly bracing myself for what would come next. Trying to maneuver the fine line explaining why IDPH’s guidance differed from CDC without appearing political. 



#MASKUPWASHCO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trying ALL the things to get people to wear a mask…



BUT FIGHT ABOUT MASKS WAS ON…

The guidance heard early on 
stuck…..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we were telling people not to wear masks because HCWs needed them, people assumed masks were unnecessary and there was a lot of push back from the public.I never anticipated that telling people to wears masks would become such a divided issue. We often tried to explain that we were watching the scientific process unfold in real time, and when guidance changed, we hadn’t been lying to them previously, we had just learned more and had better guidance. Having a background in biology, I was comfortable understanding how information could change suddenly. However, fear and uncertainty makes it difficult for logic to prevail. And when we have no control over something, we often look for someone to blame.Oftentimes, it was PH officials. I often considered our response as though the DOT was dealing with an 18 month blizzard. I considered PH officials the snow plow drivers. But as my friend and IPHA Director Lina Tucker Reinders told me “Danielle, they see us as the snow.” That was a moment of clarity. 



CONSTANTLY BEING CHALLENGED AND THE SPREAD OF 
MISINFORMATION

Southeast Iowa Union; August 17, 2020

Pettit-Majewski calls 
Seward’s logic “a little 
muddy.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Weekly BOS meetings began to feel like reality TV show and the paper wanted nothing more than to capitalize on that to sell papers, so they focused on a “he said, she said” article between myself and the BOS chair. After 5 months of dealing with COVID-19: contact tracing, talking to patients, calling the epidemiologist 7 times a day when we came across something new, it was incredibly frustrating that my experience and expertise was given equal weight with his opinion – all in the name of selling papers.It felt incredibly unethical, and I was concerned that his platform to spread misinformation was going to cost people their lives. However, these public grillings became commonplace and I had to walk a fine line to correct misinformation while not coming off as political in order to maintain my integrity and trust with the public. There was a “reality tv” aspect to these meetings. Other department heads would comment privately “grab the popcorn, Danielle’s up.” I often got calls, texts, and emails after the meetings from people telling me how great of a job I was doing, and not to let the BOS get to me. However, no one but Marissa spoke up publicly to get it to stop. It went on for 15 months straight. It was incredibly exhausting and one of the many things that contributed to my PTSD diagnosis in March 2021. 



SCHOOL STAFF ARE THE TRUE SUPERHEROES…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prepping to help schools reopenThe time spent talking to the Sup  (living across from school admin building)Couldn’t have done the contact tracing without school nursesLots of upset parents – hubby and I considered security camerasLOTS of testingOften found out about positive cases from them firstWeekly Zoom meetings with the school nurses  – so they could ask questions; share guidance; hot wash every week for them – vegetables vs dessertThe last two weeks of school when they determined no more masks were necessary – punch to the gut with no public health data to back up that decision. This year without masks in many schools and very little contact tracing, some schools have seen more cases in the first month without masks and delta than they saw all last school year. Very defeating to see after all the work our schools did last year to keep kids safe. FACEBOOK GROUP “SCHOOL DISTRICT PARENTS AGAINST MASKS” – HARRASSMENT/ACCUSATIONS OF NURSES AND STUDENTS 



VACCINES WERE OUR ROADMAP OUT OF THIS THING… 
January 25, 2021

February 19, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I cried when our first allocation of Moderna arrived at our clinic a few days before Christmas – I felt such relief. The phases were confusingTrying to focus on healthcare workers without wasting a single dose became a logistical nightmareWe weren’t going “fast enough” for some, and we were given all sorts of helpful suggestions on how to improveI found out on KCRG 6 PM news that IDPH changed the requirement for vaccine eligibility in phase 1B from 75 to 65 without giving us any additional allocation – our phones and messages BLEW UPI got yelled at in a public meeting for prioritizing those 65+ for our first mass vax clinic over law/fire because that’s who we’d seen dieTrying to schedule appointments was a nightmare – our phone lines (3) weren’t meant to sustain the call volume; even using the EOC the following week (8 lines) still wasn’t enoughWe were planning on the State’s online sign up system, but that was scrapped last minute and we had to invest in our ownWe have done planning on mass vaccination clinics for years, but we didn’t have a plan in place for having such a rationed supply with such a high demand



FIRST MASS VACCINATION CLINIC

Wellman YMCA , February 11, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-20 wind chillRescheduled after a blizzardOver 350 doses given to folks 65+Tons of volunteers helped us make this successfulGreat partners with Wellman YMCAWas absolutely frozen at the end of the dayGot a call from Liz Matney from the Gov’s office asking about our “burn rate”I was covering traffic and this was the 3rd conversation we’d had within the last weekAt 4:30 in the afternoon, I got a call from Ken Sharp at IDPH letting me know the Gov was pulling our allocation for the next week because we didn’t meet the 80% burn rate. GOVERNOR REYNOLDS HAPPENED TO BE IN WASHINGTON ON THIS SAME DAY. I suggested to Liz that the Gov stop by our clinic so she could see for herself how we were doing. She never showed. I was frozen, I was exhausted, we had just worked our asses off to vaccinate 350 folks 65+ and this felt like being kicked when you’re down. I was sitting outside the bathrooms at the YMCA sobbing and watching the snow and sand from my boots melt all over the floor.We had been told there would be no problem if weather kept us from meeting our 80% burn rate, but apparently that was no longer the case. It was absolutely defeating and it made me wonder why we should keep going, instead of just throwing up our hands and letting HyVee handle it.This caused a big stir in the media, big stir in the public, and lots of calls that “we didn’t know what we were doing.” We had given all 600 doses in the 14 day period, but it didn’t matter. It felt like we were constantly being given additional hurdles to jump over in order to do our jobs. During calls with the State, we begged “please just give us the vaccine and let us do our jobs.” 



FROM HIGH DEMAND TO VACCINE HESITANCY…



COLLABORATING WITH OUR PARTNERS…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Latinos disproportionately impactedConcern with trust and ensuring there wouldn’t be any questions about statusLFW was able to help us with scheduling and translation



TRYING OUR HAND AT HUMOR FOR HERD…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It got to a point where we were trying anything we could to increase vaccine uptake. We were as frustrated as Dr. Fauci touching his face. 



AND THE IMPACT OF THAT HESITANCY…

June 29, 2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lead to the Delta variant. We’d stressed that without a high enough vaccination rate, we would see more variant mutations, and could potentially see one that overwhelmed our existing vaccine, but people were no longer listening. 



AND WE’RE BACK TO MASKS….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the relative freedom of not having to wear masks if you’re vaccinated, this was a low blow. The language around masking should have been more clear when the CDC said “those who are vaccinated no longer have to wear masks” it became a free for all.  Since we couldn’t ask, those who were vaccinated and unvaccinated seemed to take it that masks, social distancing and all of the other mitigating efforts were no longer necessary.Which leads us back to where we are now. 



MENTAL HEALTH 
OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
WORKFORCE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In October, I thought I had COVID because I had difficulty breathing every time I walked into the officeIn November, my doctor put me on anti-depressantsI began to wonder if the medicine was working or if I just felt…. Nothing. I often joked that I was dead inside. For someone who was perpetually positive, this would have scared me if I had any capacity to care. In March I was sobbing in my office all the time and telling my husband and my friends at least 5 times a day that I hated my lifeI gave serious thought to slitting my wristsIt was in that moment that I had to get help and I went to therapy. I was diagnosed with PTSD. I kept pushing the County and the State to DO something to help the public health workforce, but there has been nothing until VERY recently.



IT’S OKAY TO NOT BE OKAY 

 Public Health 
had to:
 Live it 
 Work it
 Try to change 

it 

 We were never 
healthcare 
heroes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the MMWR published 7/2/2021 Vol 70 No 26: March 29-April 16 the CDC sent a survey to public health workers in state, tribal, local and territorial public health departments. Among the 26,174 respondents, 53% reported symptoms of at least one mental health condition in the preceding 2 weeks, including depression (32%), anxiety (30.3%), PTSD (36.8%), or suicidal ideation (8.4%). I remember filling out this questionnaire and thinking to myself: Maybe I’m not crazy. Maybe it’s not just me. But that somehow seemed worse – that EVERYONE I respected was feeling this way.I shared my diagnosis and my struggle in an effort to make others feel comfortable seeking treatment. Ultimately, I had to leave my job. I couldn’t stay in an environment that was so detrimental to my health and mental health. 



LESSONS LEARNED…
 Don’t wait for permission to expand capacity

 The money will come

 The partners you planned with may not be the partners who are willing to respond

 Think outside the box

 Be prepared for how quickly misinformation spreads

 Be out front with CONSISTENT, accurate information

 When it becomes political, people will still trust local, so maintain your integrity. 
ALWAYS.

 Be prepared for the government to work against you



QUESTIONS AND CONTACT INFORMATION

Danielle Pettit-Majewski, MPH

Director, Johnson County Public Health

dpettit@johnsoncountyiowa.gov

319-688-5883

mailto:dpettit@johnsoncountyiowa.gov
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